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In [2] it is proved that the inequality ~/(G) • (2at(G) - 1 I> n(G) holds for any graph G where 
T/(G) denotes the Hadwiger number of G, tr(G) its stability number and n(G) its number of 
vertices, and it was conjectured that the inequality rl(G)" at(G)>~ n(G) holds for every graph 
G. In this note, the graphs satisfying the equality case of the above mentioned theorem are 
characterized; an equivalent of the above conjecture is given and we define two parameters 
related to it and give their bound. 
1. Introduction-definitions and notations 
Definitions and notations are from [1]. Graphs considered here are finite, 
undirected, without loops nor multiple edges. The Hadwiger number of a graph 
G, denoted by r/(G), is the size of the largest complete graph to which the graph 
is contractible. If a graph G is contractible to a graph H we note G > H. In [2] it 
was proved that for every graph G, the inequality (2tr(G)-1)r l (G)>~n(G) 
holds, where tr(G) denotes the stability number of G and n(G) its number of 
vertices. We show here that a graph satisfies the equality case if and only if it is a 
complete graph, and that the conjecture r/(G) • tr(G) I> n(G) is in fact equivalent 
to the apparently weaker conjecture ~/(G)-tr(G)>--n(G)-  C for any given 
constant C. Finally, let us define the two following parameters: Parameter 1 is 
zn(G) the minimum number of vertices of a subset T of V such that 
r/(Gx-r) < r/(G); Parameter 2 is z,~(G) the minimum number of vertices of a 
subset T' of V such that oc(Gv_~) < tr(G). A bound for these parameters will be 
given, functions respectively of o~(G) and r/(G). 
2. The results 
Theorem 1. Let G be an undirected graph. The inequality r/(G)(2tr(G)- 1)1> 
n(G) holds and we have r/(G)(2tr(G) - 1) = n(G) for complete graphs only. 
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Proof. In [2] it was proved that in any connected graph G there exists a 
connected ominating subset D of size at most 2or- 1. (Here we can suppose 
clearly that G is connected.) Thus considering Gx-o, we have rl(Gx_o)<~ 
r/(G) - 1. Hence by induction 
I x l -  I x -  Ol + IOl a) Jr (,7 - < (2o - 1)r/ (cf [2]). 
We have a strict inequality if Gx-o is not a complete graph (by the induction 
hypothesis ( r / -  1)(2a~- 1) > IX -  DI). 
Now if Gx-o is a complete graph and ,  I> 2, it follows from 7/t> (IX - DI + 1)) 
that 
(2~ - 1)7/t> (20~ - 1)( IX-  D[ + 1) = (2m - 1) Ix - O I + (2a~ - 1) > Ixl. 
Hencem=l .  [] 
We are now going to prove Theorem 3, i.e., that, if the inequality 
rl(G)" oc(G)>~n(G)- C holds for any given constant C and any graph G, we 
have indeed r/(G) • 0~(G) I> n(G) for any graph G. In order to prove this theorem 
we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a graph and let G' be the graph obtained from G by repeated 
application of the following operation: "duplication" of x, that is creation of 
another vertex ' linked to x and to every vertex in the neighbourhood of x. Let 
every vertex in G be duplicated at most t -  1 times (t>~ 1), we have 17(G')<<- 
trl(G). 
Proof. Indeed it is equivalent to consider the complete graph of maximum size 
to which G is contractible or to consider a partition of the vertices of G' with the 
largest possible number of classes and such that each class and union of classes 
induces a connected subgraph of G. In a graph G' obtained from G by 
duplication and with minimum size contradicting ~/(G') 1> t- ~/(G) two duplicated 
vertices cannot belong to the same class of such a maximal partition (otherwise by 
suppressing one of them we would obtain a graph G" obtained from G by 
duplication, with strictly less vertices and which would also contradict the 
inequality). 
Then considering that there are at most t levels in G', each level corresponding 
to a duplication of a subgraph of G and that each class of the partition is 
contained in one level (by interchanging, if needed, some of the duplicated 
vertices, we see it is always possible) we conclude that one level must contain at 
least r/+ 1 classes, hence that G > Kn+l, a contradiction. [] 
We can now prove Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3. It is equivalent to prove that the inequality or(G). ~l(G) >>- n(G) holds 
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for any graph G or to prove that the inequality tr(G) . rl(G ) >I n(G) - C holds for 
any graph G and any given constant C. 
Suppose there is a counterexample to the first conjecture hence there exists a 
graph with a~(G) • r/(G)~< n(G) - 1. Then considering, as in Lemma 2, the graph 
G' obtained from G by duplicating each vertex t -  1 times, we have 
rl(G') . o~(G') <~ trl(G)ol(G ) <~ t(n(G) - 1) = t . n(G) - t, 
hence, a counterexample to the second conjecture (for t > c). 
Theorem 4. Let G be a graph, an upper bound for parameter rn (G) is 2o~(G) - 1 
and one cannot obtain a better bound than ~oL(G). 
Proof. The proof of the first bound is in [2]. To see that we cannot obtain a 
better bound than ~tr(G), consider simply a family of ~, icosahedra on the plane 
(linked so as to obtain a triangulated planar graph). It is easily checked that 
a~ = 3). and ~n = 4~. (for the icosahedron we have a~ = 3 and ~ = 4), hence the 
best possible bound on z,7(G) as a function of re(G) is ~ct(G). [] 
Theorem 5. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. An upper bound for parameter 7c~(G) is 
16(r/(G) - 2)log2(r/(G) - 2) + 1 for any graph G and the best possible bound for 
Proof. As V~ = x t.J Fc(x) is a set of vertices such that tr(Gx-vx) < a~(G) and as 
we know from a work by Mader [4] that if IEI I> 8(p- 2)log2(p- 2)IvI, then 
G > Kp (p > 2), it is clear that we must have r~ <~ 16(r / -  2)1og207 - 2) + 1. 
Remark. As Kostotchka and Thomason respectively proved that if JEJ~ >
324p oVi-0- lvI, then G> Kp [3] and that if IEl >2.68pVi gzp(l+0(1))IvI, 
then G > Kp [5] for large p, the upper bound can be refined for large p. 
On the other hand, let us consider the following graph G (Fig. 1) and duplicate 
each vertex t - 1 times. Let G' be the graph obtained in such a way. By Lemma 
2, we have rl(G')<-trl(G)<-4t and z~(G ' )=t .~(G)=t .5  (as z~(G)=5 and 
7/(G) = 4). Hence ~(G ' )  >I ~1/(G'). [] 
Fig. 1. 
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Parameters 1 and 2 are related to our general conjecture (of. Introduction) in 
the following way. Suppose that f with (%(G)<~f(t~(G)) is a non decreasing 
function of ct(G) such that f(1)t> 1 or that g, with ro~(G)<~g(rl(G)), is a non 
decreasing function of ~/(G) such that g(1)~>l. We can prove by an easy 
induction on the number of vertices in G (as done in [2]), that n(G)~ 
f(a~(G))- T/(G) or that n(G)<<-g(rl(G)), oc(G). 
So the obvious problem is: Can the bounds given in Theorems 4 and 5 be 
refined? 
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